Dear colleague, dear Jovanovic MD,

While researching valuable medical publications for our surgical community website – www.surgytec.com – we came across your article: *Design of the Limberg flap by a specially designed ruler: a personal approach*. If you are indeed the author, I would like to invite you to share this interesting article on surgytec.com.

SurgyTec is the leading community for sharing surgical know-how for surgeons, by surgeons. It aims to serve the international surgical community by creating the largest online platform for surgical videos, slideshows, second opinions and much more.

Most published articles contain interesting and sometimes vital information. Unfortunately most articles seldom receive the attention that they deserve, in part because it is difficult to find them. SurgyTec provides you with the opportunity not only to present and illustrate your article with relevant supporting media (e.g. video, slideshows) but more importantly benefit from the opinions and ideas of your peers around the globe as they comment on your article.

To contribute your know how to the global surgical community, we would like to invite you to present your article in a media of your choice.

If you already are a SurgyTec member, click here to upload. Should you not be a member of SurgyTec yet, please register first (free membership) by clicking on the signup-now button on the homepage.

I am looking forward to your contribution on SurgyTec.

With kind regards,

Jerome Stevens
HPJD Stevens, MD, PHD, Plastic surgeon
CEO and founder
Stevens.j@surgytec.com